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© visualdiplomacyusa.blogspot.com “Mr Shigeo Fukuda” 

Shigeo Fukuda was a graphic designer, born and raised in Tokyo, Japan. Being a man 

who lived through the second world war, much of his artwork stemmed from his views on war, 

violence, and death. Fukuda is an artist many may refer to when also speaking of the use of 

counter-space and the creation of optical illusions. Along with war being an inspiration for much 

of his work, the minimalist art style of Swiss graphic design also had a big impact on Fukuda’s 

creation process. 

Fukuda was born February 4, 1932 in Tokyo, Japan. He grew up to attend the Tokyo 

University of Fine Arts and Music; “Early in his adulthood he had an interest in the principles of 

Swiss design and starting in 1956 he attended the Tokyo University of Fine Arts and Music. The 

first Japanese designer to be inducted into the New York Art Directors Club Hall of Fame, his 

work is recognizable for its simplicity and use of visual illusions” (Flask). Fukuda became fond 

of the Swiss art style of minimalism in their designs, eventually incorporating their 

characteristics into his own artwork. A good example of this minimalist art style would be his 
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“Victory 1945” poster; “Fukuda’s most famous poster, ‘Victory 1945’ is a statement on the 

senselessness of war. At the time war was a big business, and the simplicity of the poster and his 

simplistic idea of peace is what won him the grand prize at the 1975 Warsaw poster contest” 

(Fergo). 

 

© www.spoon-tamago.com “Victory 1945, a well-known minimal design created by Fukuda in 1975.” 

In this poster, you see the barrel of a gun and a bullet that is going towards the inside of 

the gun. Fukuda was not a fan of war, and incorporated this topic into his work. “At the 

conclusion of [the] Second World War, he expressed his interest in the minimalist Swiss Style of 

graphic design. He attended National University of Fine Arts & Music to study designing” 

(Famous Graphic Designers). Using such minimal design, colors, and text, you are still able to 

get a lot of emotion communicated. Yellow connects well with the word “victory.” This is 

because victory is often represented by a gold metal, much like the yellow/gold used in the 

poster. As for the gun design, the bullet communicates how harm comes back to those who give 

it; war harms everyone at the end of the day. “Where other issues introduced an unusual material 

element here, FUKUDA Shigeo works with the Mitsumura Printing Company to use graphic 

design and printing to raise philosophical questions” (Baird). Shigeo Fukuda used his artist talent 

as an expressive outlet for controversial topics, focusing heavily on war. 
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To accomplish the minimal look he wanted, Fukuda used the technique of manipulating 

the counter-space within his work. Counter-space, or negative space, is the space around or 

between the main subject in an image. 

 

© mymodernmet.com “Artist: Shigeo Fukuda” / © spoon-tamago.com “shigeo-fukuda-amnesty” 

In these posters, you can see different images being created without wasting a single 

space; each counter-part creates an image. The black and white design shows legs in both spaces. 

In the second poster, the colors red and white are manipulated into creating both guns and peace 

symbols. This is another example of the theme of war and peace Fukuda had within his artwork, 

while incorporating the Swiss styled minimalism he favored.  “In his later years, Fukuda took his 

exploration of illusion even further and created work that used light projections and sculpture to 

create tricks of the eye” (Penney). Many of Fukuda’s designs which included illusionism, such as 

the ones above, became such capturing pieces of art that countless individuals refer back to for 

their own inspiration. 
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© designhistory2013.wordpress.com “Shigeo-fukuda-1” / © designhistory2013.wordpress.com “Shigeo-fukuda-3” 

Along with being acknowledged by numerous people for his influential work, he received 

many awards to commemorate them. “Japanese graphic designer and visual humorist Shigeo 

Fukuda is the 15th recipient of the Masters Series Award given by the School of Visual Arts 

(SVA). Shigeo Fukuda holds an esteemed position in the world of international graphic design 

and is known the world over for his whimsical visual creations” (SVA). Along with this, he has 

received many other awards while continuing to influence future designers at the same time; 

“Fukuda has received numerous awards for his work and has exhibited his work throughout the 

world. He has also won the top prize in numerous international poster competitions in such 

countries as Japan (1967), Poland (1972), Moscow (1985), Helsinki (1992), and Paris (1992)” 

(SVA). 

In 2005, Fukuda gave a presentation for the program Ideas on Design, in which he shows 

photos of his home. He shows his slanted doorway, stating it is “8 meters looking back.” English 

not being his strongest suit, he tries his hardest to communicate the correct words and continues 

on to say “but, perspective” (Youtube). This statement alone gives a lot of insight to the thought 

process of this designer, and how he was able to look at things differently no matter the situation. 
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